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The World is caught off guard by the sudden advances in technology, some are not happy about

that at all.Bethany Anne&apos;s group needs to move into production, who is she going to hire for

that position?Old enemies take a stronger stance at revenge than before.Helping others is a tall

order, but TQB Rises to the Occasion!This is the second book in the second arc (books 08-14) for

The Kurtherian Gambit. Now, the World is on Notice!**Please note, as mentioned in another review,

there is flagrantly foul language in this novel. The main character does not have a problem with

cussing, just uninspired cussing.If you haven&apos;t read the previous books, you will need to go

back to #1 (the book does not explain the characters and previous relationships / deeds).Series

includes:Death Becomes Her - The Kurtherian Gambit 01Queen Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit

02Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit 03Bite This - The Kurtherian Gambit 04Never Forsaken - The

Kurtherian Gambit 05Under My Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit 06Kneel or Die - The Kurtherian

Gambit 07We Will Build - The Kurtherian Gambit 08It&apos;s Hell To Choose - The Kurtherian

Gambit 09Frank Kurns - Tales from the Unknown WorldThe Dogs Of War - The Kurtherian Gambit
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I am shocked that I am the first to write a review but as soon as I saw on the  Forum that the book

was out early I downloaded and started reading.The story continues right along, hitting all the many

different occurrences that happen with different characters including new to the story characters. I

love that Michael writes this way and jumps around to show you all the action.I don't want to

accidentally put in any spoilers so I will just say that if you are up to book 9 in the series this one is

just as good. If you are just stumbling onto this series you must go back to book 1, if you enjoy that

one you are set for eight more.

I've really enjoyed this series but I have to admit I hate what happened in this book. That's an

extremely strong word, I know, but it's so true. I know these happenings are necessary for the story

to progress but honestly it kind of ruined it for me. I still love the characters and the world the author

created. I also love reading about the battles and tribulations the group faces. I just can't get past

the loss. I'm unsure if I'll keep reading the series. Regardless thanks to the author for such a great

ride.

Actually I think I'm in love with the author ,Michael he keeps cranking them out almost fast enough

for his readers like me. Honestly I don't know how he does it but gods willing he'll keep them rolling

out. I don't think I have a favorite scene let's face it I read this one so fast my eyes have whiplash

and for the record I have written a review(if gushing praise and no specifics can be called a review)

for every book. Before this series I had written maybe 5 reviews in 50 years as an avid reader. Don't

stop don't slow down keep the river rolling at flood stage please. For anyone who hasn't read these

books yet. Grab death becomes her strap in and blast off for the ride of your life

You may see 5 stars and say, oh she's a fan (hey, I am still buying my own books!) and am I ever.

However, Truth be told, I raise the bar every book so Michael has to work harder, be more original

each time to earn that 5. Someone said on the last book, not enough action. Please do not do that

again! This book is like a wild roller coaster ride -- after all Bethany Anne has a whole world to begin

to bring together. The exploits are shorter and more frequent. I am seriously thinking about a flow

chart ... But just as soon as I start to get intellectual, Michael hits me in the gut with some wrenching



emotional event. All I can advise is read slowly as every little bit is pure gold. This is a series worth

following, because the story is going somewhere, you can count on that. No filler, just petal to the

metal. I know all you got here is just opinion, no recap of story. -- but why would I want to ruin an

awesome experience for you the reader. Know it is worth the investment of your money and time;

hey you can always return it if you don't like it. For content, read back cover of printed book. In

meantime, kick back and enjoy the ride of your life.

I'm usually pretty long in my reviews on Michael's books but this time short and sweet. I laughed, I

got mad, I cheered, I scratched my head, and I cried! If that isn't a good book then your

a"dumb#%*". I will say there is a few errors nothing major and I will say he works extremely hard to

get better and better each time he writes a book! Nice job M.A.!

As usual another great book in the KG Realm! Lots of action, as I think it's a military sci-fi/space

opera/paranormal book. Sorry no freaking zombies! Thank god. The series keeps growing as each

book is released. And the great part is once you're hooked into the series, this author releases

books about every other month. Unlike some series where it could take a year or more to see

another book. Plus the author does his best to communicate with his readers. I should know, I

conversed with Michael on FB and the next thing you know I'm in the book! And not as a Red Shirt!

Lol. Fun books, great FB group. Come join the KG chaos.

Just finished. Wonderful. Love the characters and the plot line. Also love that I do not have to wait 9

months to a year for the next book. Would recommend to anyone 14 years or so and older. If you

like book 1 you will like the series as they just get better and better in my opinion. I have given up on

guessing what the next twist will be because sometimes they happen sometimes they do not and

sometimes they make a 90 degree turn just as they happen. If you are a fan of Ell Donsii L. Danhers

stories or Thomas DePrima or Bill Baldwin or some of C. R. Daems you will probably enjoy this

entire series. Keep them coming.

... is what you say when you can't come up with words to describe the scope of what you've just

read. Excellent, as always with this author's work. I really like the way you can feel the joy he finds

in writing.Don't know how to go into detailing all that I liked in this volume of the series without

spoilers, so I won't. A biggie, though.... Michael???? Nuh ah!!!!! Don't believe it's final. Mist

conquers all. Eventually. Epilogue? A diversion. It doesn't say how short "too short a time" is. It's not



just an epic case of denial... Please.Almost forgot... Akio! A hunky gay vampire team leader? Kinda

made my day. Grinned big time when I read that.
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